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A NEW catalogue is always a subject of inter-est in colleges, and especially is this true
of Rose, where it appears to be about the chief
official medium of communication of the faculty
to the students. As usual, the bold-faced figures
in the calendar are scarcely out in sufficient force
to suit that much talked of being, the "average
Poly," who has studied so hard that the larger
type furnishes a refreshing relaxation for his
strained eyes. The graduate list shows that the
financial and industrial depression has had a
barely noticeable effect in the ranks of the Rose
men. A nucleus, to which, no doubt, a large
number of possessors of graduate degrees will
soon be added, is also to be noticed. Concerning
courses of study, the chemical course has the
only change of importance, a large amount of
work in electricity being added. A comparison
with the schedule of the electrical engineers
shows that exactly the same number of hours are
set apart for this study in the two courses. This
fact will no doubt have its influence in depart-
mental selections by those interested in electrical
work who have previously been limited to one
course. In other respects the Twelfth Annual
Catalogue contains about all the familiar features
 of former publications. The time-honored ro-
mances of the senior trip, lectures on various
topics, etc., are all there, and lend their usual
charm.
THE Senior class has prepared a statement tothe effect that owing to the interruptions
in the language work of the third term by thesis
weeks and the like, that the value of the work is
seriously impaired, and suggesting that equivalent
time be given to this subject in other years when
more advantage could be derived from it. The
paper has been transmitted to the faculty; we
may add that it meets with Prof. Wickersham's
approval. Unlike most class actions, this one is
entirely disinterested, and done for the good of
others. As inaugurating "something new under
the sun" the class of '94 is to be congratulated.
N our last issue we carelessly published a note
I taken from one of our exchanges and inad-
vertently not credited, saying that ex-President
Harrison had been offered the presidency of In-
diana University. In simple justice to President
Swain we wish to retract the statement, and we
take occasion right here to say that unless Presi-
dent Swain himself severs his connection with the
University, that it will be many a year before I.
U. will be offering the presidency to any one.
THE fact seems to be pretty thoroughly estab-lished, that with the little practice time at
our base ball team's disposal, no fair chance for
success exists. No matter how good the indi-
vidual players, the scores are not going to stand
right without effective team work, and to acquire
this practice is essential. The problem for com-
ing base ball managers to solve is one in which
the time element will be fully as perplexing as
the question of players.
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NO doubt many of us have, at times, been ratherat a loss just how to explain to inquirers in
a few words what the term " engineering" implied.
The Engineering Magazine places a terse definition
before its readers in the following words:
"Engineering," said the veteran James Nas-
myth, "is common sense applied to the use of
materials." Coming, as it does, from one who was
the most practical of mechanical engineers, and
yet who at the same time rated theoretical research
at its fullest value, this definition is worthy to be
borne in mind more than ever at the present time,
when theory and practice are constantly shifting,
when theory of yesterday is the practice of to-day
and may be shelved to-morrow, and when the "com-
mon sense," which has been said to be one of the
most "uncommon" things in the world, is more
to be desired than ever. But "common sense ap-
plied to the use of materials" is not so uncommon
a thing after all, and it is one of the encouraging
signs of the times that the so-called theoretical
man is becoming in many ways very practical and
the practical man truly and sensibly theoretical,
and that the noble art and science of engineering
is being mightily advanced thereby.
- *
WHEN in the chemical technology lectures thestatement was made that a country's position
in the scale of nations could be measured by its coal
production it is an open question if all appreciated
the full force of the remark. Just at present we
should very much dislike to have our country
gauged by this standard, although the existing
condition must be a temporary one. It is now,
however, that the truth of the above statement is
forced upon us, and we begin to realize the price-
less value of the fuel deposits in nature's warehouse.
Though the great coal miners' strike has not been
on a month as yet, the newspapers are daily re-
porting lists of factories which have been shut
down for lack of fuel. Probably no general strike
in any line could exert such a far reaching effect
as that of the coal miners, who are able to cut off
the vivifying element of modern industry. The
experience of the past few days causes us to think
with intense satisfaction of our old geography
days, and of the statements then learned about
"inexhaustible beds of coal."
AT last the Institute pin seems to be settled tothe satisfaction of the great majority of
the students. The design selected is the one
most generally favored of all those submitted, and
combines the excellences of beauty and cheapness.
In the matter of outline it was agreed that a reg-
ulation shape was the more desirable, since it
would at once be recognized as a college pin,
while the arrangement of colors and the word
"Rose" have made it sufficiently distinctive. The
pin was officially adopted to replace the old design
at a general assembly on May 12th, and a large
order has already been forwarded to the makers.
For the benefit of those who may not have seen
the sample, we will say that the pin is in the
shape of a pennant, with a broad band of old
rose running in a graceful curve from the upper
left hand corner down to the lower right, the re-
mainder being white, the rose portion bears the
word "Rose" in white letters, a gold border sur-
rounds the enamel in all parts: No more embar-
rassing cases of mistaken identity are likely to
occur with this new emblem.
WITH no idea that the issue of THE TECHNICwould be delayed until after Field Day, the
following words were put in type. If they were
uncalled for, it is as well they come late; if not,
THE TECHNIC is willing to express an opinion:
A few careful reflections relative to Field Day
may not be amiss. We expect to have a large
and enthusiastic delegation in Indianapolis, and
it is also proposed to let people know we are
there. No one who has had any experience
with a Poly crowd will doubt our ability to do
this, but the serious question comes in as to what
kind of a crowd they will take ours to be? With-
out doubt we would have but one answer to this,
are we going to make it our effort that there shall
be no other? College enthusiasm and college yells
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are looked for on such occasions, in fact, to many
of the spectators this is half the fun, and we
hope to be supplied with an abundance of each.
But, speaking of yells, what excuse can be urged •
for one or two which, we are sorry to say, appear
to be favorites, yells neither creditable to those
who join in them nor appropriate to the occasion?
The fact that a small bit of history is attached to
them will not help them nor us in strangers'
eyes, and as has already been remarked, it savors
altogether too much of the "would-be sport" try-
ing to tell his exploits. It is in the crowd itself
that one especially should remember the rights of
others; college delegations have gotten themselves
1 5 I
into disrepute in many places from a mistaken
notion that things are allowable for a party of
college men, boys we should say, which none
would presume to do on his own responsibility.
It may be urged that no one fellow would think
of attempting a college yell, true, that is absurd
on the face of it, but find the fellow who would
object to admitting having helped in its rendi-
tion. The acts of rowdyism otherwise urithought
of but done by a crowd simply because therein
individuality is lost are what should be avoided.
Any action which a man would dislike to have
charged to him individually is none the less
censurable if done by a crowd.
"Heat, sound and light,
0, they are the blight
Of my life, day and night,"
Said a Junior.
"Heat gives me a feeling of sickening fright,
And sound it never is heard aright,
While light, paradoxical, is clear out of sight,"
Mourned that physical Junior.
— Collegian.
A NIEBELUNGEN LEGEND.
BY PROFESSOR J. A. WICKERSHAM.
The genuine merit of the "Lay of the Niebe-
lungen," the greatest of German epic poems, is
sufficient excuse for the numberless attempts that
have been made to reproduce the story. The fact
that some of our students are acquatnted with
German prose reproductions may serve as an ex-
cuse for offering here a scene from an attempt of
my own to combine into the form of a drama
some of the chief characters of this really
great piece of classic literature. The subject is
known is this country mostly through Wagner's
music drama, "The Ring of the Niebelungen," a
remarkable trilogy, with a Vorspiel, making a
four-night performance. This scene here given
immediately precedes the murder of Siegfried
at the spring. Siegfried had, according to the
legend, been bathed in dragon's blood and
rendered invulnerable except where, on his back,
a linden leaf had fallen and left a vulner-
able spot. Hagen had learned of this from Sieg-
fried's wife, Kreinhilde, and cunningly planned
the chase in the forest, the dinner, the lack of
wine, the race to the spring, the kneeling down
and drinking from its waters in order to get
Siegfried away from the others and to cause him
to expose his one vulnerable spot. Giselher, the
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youngest of the brothers of Gunther and Krien-
hilde, suspects foul play, and has warned Sieg-
fried, but that noble nature refuses to entertain
suspicion of his wife's brothers and chides Gisel-
her, reminding him of his youth, inexperience,
&c. It was the ardent friendship of Giselher and
his desperate attempt to protect his friend from
danger that he only felt, but did not know, to be
impending, together with his thoughts on friend-
ship that seemed to me possibly to make the
scene worth printing.
ACT III.
A WOOD. ENTER GISELHER.
Giselher.—I cannot penetrate this maze, this maze;
But yet I know, if anything is known
That is not tangible to sense;
If we can know by words heard in the dark,
But with significance like day;
If strange events, unusual proceedings
Can have a meaning; more than all I know,—
I know not how, or if I do, to say't—
Seems folly light and trivial; but yet I know
By a beating heart, a pulse that waits
As in a fever, by a dread suspense,
As though the leaves were tongues, the air
were breath,
And every blade of grass a listening ear,
And all were whispering of Siegfried's death,
By all of these I know 'tis meant, intended,
Purposed,—I cannot say the hideous knowl-
edge.
ENTER GERENOT.
Gerenot.—What, taken to the shade?
Gisel.—This was, I think, to be the meeting
place when the hunt was over.
Gere.—But it is not over. [Seats himself.
Gisel.—No, alas! I fear not. There is a serpent
here.
Why you spring up as though afraid. I saw none.
Gere.—These are strange words.
Gisel.—That you can say "there's grass," is not
That you can say here is a serpent or a lizard
Or any crawling, venomous, killing thing.
Gere.—Why, this is true enough.
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Gisel.—That's it that kills; the powers of evil
Lurk about a little glowing fire in the night time,
Around which innocence in happy light
Is playing and exposing to their darts
Its form and vulnerable weaknesses.
Gere.—True, true! but truth's as well asleep
Unless it run to some particular end,
Or to some time and place, unless you would
Turn moralizer and waste your breath
In the attempt to blow into men's ears their faults.
Gisel.—It will not fail.
Gcre.—What will not?
Gisel.—The messengers were well put on.
Gere.—I do not catch your drift.
Gisel.—Can he do't alone? The deer will fall
when shot, wilPt not?
Gere.—I leave you to your sermonizing, and
wish you many converts.
Gisel.—Stay ! I will trust you.
Gere.—What is it you mean?
Gisel.—Think a moment. Yesterday the quarrel
BetWeen the queens, the reconciliation
[A mere apparent one], the messengers
At the unusual hour, their fiery challenge,
Their quick following by others, the sudden turn
Into a chase, all these events have crowded
On each other. Do you see nothing?
0, Gerenot, this hunt is not on stags.
Gere.—I think I see your aim.
Gisel.—And I could tell you more that I have
heard,
Words, words in the night time; what shall we do?
He is my friend, but will not hear me. Help me.
Have you heard nothing?
Gere.—Nothing that is not idle suspicion,
Yet I believe you. [A horn is heard.
Gisel.—They are coming. The hunt will soon
be ended.
I fear 'tis meant for the return.
0, if I were not his friend, or were not known so!
You will aid me. I will beseech the king,
My brother, as a boy, on mere suspicion to pre-
vent this crime. I will charge Hagen before
the king with this intent. Be near, add your
suspicions to mine,
And we may save him.
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Gere.—I cannot do it, for Hagen's spirit
Is weightier than mine, it cows me down;
So it has ever been, I cannot withstand is look,
It has a devil in it, but yet 't attracts me.
I cannot do it, but I'll be near; go on, go on.
[Horns are heard.
Gisel.—They come. 0, I will speak as though
the stars were by
And cheered my pleeding for their falling friend.
What speech should be more eloquent than mine,
And what can be more hollow, meaningless, and
tame,
That has for heading but my love and fear,
And for divisions, periods, and words,
Nothing but mere unproved suspicionings.
This is Hagan's place of appointment. It is
meant to be here.
ENTER GUNTHER, HAGEN AND OTHERS.
Gun.—You have found the end before the end
was made,
And tired hunting, taken to the shade.
Why, then officially, we here declare,
The chase is ended, and we end it here;
For thus the lazy motion of decree
Creeps after acts to give them certainty.
Here halt we; let the horns ring out their din
And call from all around the hunters in.
[The horns are rung. Hunters
enter during the entire scene.
Gisel.—Would that the chase were ended here!
Hagen.—Mysterious riddler.
Gisel.—I will. not riddle longer. If the tongue
Has aught that can prevail against the hand,
If persuasion, pleading innocence
And honor, trust and purity of heart
Can any thing effect to turn away
From them the machinations made to harm them,
Let my voice be heard; I here accuse you,
Hagen, before the king, of foul intent
To make this hunt the means of Siegfried's death;
And, if it is not so, deny't, and say
I have o'er shot my mark, or shot too soon.
You do not answer; brothek, my lord and king,
I have my strong suspicions and good grounds
To think this chase is aimed 'gainst Siegfried's
life;
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We here request, both Gerenot and I,
Your brothers, on this suspicion and our honor,
Arrest of Hagen and to hold him bound
Until we prove our words; grant this, 0, king.
Why, treachery, suspected, should be warded
As a pestilence, and friendship guarded
'Gainst the merest whisperings of harm.
Do not men enclose their commonest goods
And bind and fasten them with bolts and bars,
Though not a single thief in all the land
May run outside the prison doors; but friendship
Hangs as open as the wayside trees,
Whose fruit each passer, bird or beast, may filch.
Once let, 0, brother, to protect a friend,
A guest, a just, a brave and noble man,
These bolts be drawn, and Hagen charged by me
With foul intent of murder be arrested.
Gun.—You speak with rashness; this is youth's
fire
That flames up at a touch, soon burns its fuel
And leaves nothing in its place; your suspicion-
ings,
Perhaps, are caused by overwarmed friendship.
Gisel.—Brother, friendship cannot be too warm
When glowing between two of noble sort;
And this is youth's perogative ; it fans
And keeps aglow the flame that manhood cools;
It loses and forgets itself in worship
Of its heart's idolatry; what more
What better can age do? This is my plea:
I love my friend, am fearful for his safety,
Come to you and tell my love and fears,
Point my suspicions and the way to meet them,
And ask you, 0, save my friend; he is my brother
In very deed of brotherhood as I am yours.
He is your companion and our sister's husband.
0, brother, listen to youth that speaks not know-
ing why
That from its heart speaks out and says, " 'tis true
and wrong,"
Nor thinks nor cares for consequences;
Far surer, honester than to unravel
The meshy net of cause and slow event.
Hear.me, then, a youth, that pleads a friend,
And in that very word, that he is and has a friend
That pleads his cause,
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Proved ten times honester.
And do not hear suspicionings against him;
Let envy die; let jealousy go hang;
Let fear of rivalry grow weak in that
By friendship's aid its object is your aider.
Gun.—Brother, your warm zeal proclaims a heart
Unmated with the world, but true and noble.
Your youthful zeal extends too wide, too far;
And now you implicate in this your charge
Myself, and prove too much; but let not this
Take hold upon 3 ou; calm yourself; and think
It is your youth, and this the time for lessons,
not for acts.
Gisel.—Brother, methinks that youth
Should be the teacher of this mighty world,
And all the rest, age, cunning skill,
Cool, calculating power, should be
But to make to reality youth's teachings.
Gun.—My brother, come; we waste more words
Upon a mere suspicion than time or place
Or the occaaion will allow.
Gisel.—Once more I'll try before you turn me
off.
Charge me with folly, youth, windy enthusiasm,
Biased friendship, with warmth—yes, fire, blinded
Zeal, I care not, if you hear me. 0, I respect
Clear judgment, reason many faceted, and ground
From darkening feelings; hear me, hear me, hear
me—
Call me a boy; but may not weaker natures—
The Pythia—O, I have read
That in the olden times, a maid, a weak
And trembling girl, gave judgments to the world,
Caught from the air, or steaming sulphurous
breath
From out the earth, or from the stars at night—
This would I say: That Siegfried is my friend,
And we have made all things of nature witness
To our bond; then will they not give warning
When cause for dissolution shall approach?
They have, in mystic words, it is their language;
But surer than the oracles of old.
Oh, I have heard words at night-time, neath the
stars;
Seen forms sneak off amid the watching shades ;—
What:can I say more? I have no more
But all I fear is true, true, true.
Gun.—Perhaps, to put somewhat of sterness on
Is best, yet, heaven knows, I love this boy;
But who can turn the regulated course
So suddenly aside for merest words,
A fancy, or a whim? Why, speak with Siegfried;
Give him your warning; 'tis a doubtful friendship
That thus officiously extends its rule
And jurisdiction to unknown events,
Forestalling them; come, boy; no more of this;
The very visage of the chase is changed,
And mirth and jollity become estranged;
Hagen, you hear this boy, his words are breath;
But strangely mingled with his fears of death.
'Tis nothing, why the wildest guess
Could leap upon no act more reasonless.
Come, boy, I'll hear no more; go take thy part,
But know thou art grown nearer to my heart.
Gerenot.
Hagen [to Gerenot].—I need your aid.
[Gerenot follows Hagen aside.
Gun. [aside].—The boy's fears were strangely
like my own;
But what are fears? acts are not reasonless,
Yet will I watch, but put a cheerful look
Upon my face, such as is suited to the time and
place.
[A horn is heard.
Siegfried [outside, singing].—
Sleeping deer, beware, beware,
Now the lion leaves his lair,
Dappled skin of ewe or fawn
Only draws the wild beast on.
[Enters.
Gun.—The preparations here have all been
made
To take repast beneath the woody shade.
Sieg.—Thanks for this hospitality of thine,
But should I ask my thirst, 'twould call for wine.
Gun.—For this, provision also has been made,—
Hagen, you have had hither wine conveyed?
Hagen.—I humbly crave your pardon, and
scarce know with what words to make apol-
ogy; but, thinking that the chase was fixed
for Spessart, I had the wine sent thither, and
found, only after it was too late, this was the
place. There remains no more to do, ex-
•
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cept to ask the pardon of your thirsts, and
to suggest there is a spring close by, the
water cool and good; to show my penitence
for this slip of mine, I'll play the servant,
and go bring you some; for, by your looks
you're weary.
Sieg.—Deceiving looks. I'm fresh for another
chase, but thirsty withal. You shall not act
my water carrier, but if you point the way,
I'll have a drink.
Hagen.—Then leave your weapons here, for, by
my reason, you are worn.
Sieg.—Will you persist?
Hagen,—There's no reproach in weariness.
Sieg.—I'll wager you a run to the spring, ac-
countrements and all, give you the start, the
king will be our umpire, what say you?
Hagen.—What wager?
Sieg.—The first drink from the spring, next to
the umpire. Is/ done? Will you act?
Gun.—Willingly.
Sieg.—Go then before. [To Giselher.] Give us
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the signal. [Exit Gunther.
Gisel. [Plucks Siegfried by the sleeve.]-0, Sieg-
fried, doubt them, stay, mistrust.
Sieg.—Leave, foolish boy; speak openly or not
at all.
I thought thou had'st more of the man in thee—
What, croaker at thy age; what wilt thou be at
fifty?
Leave off. I'll have no more of -thee
Till thou art stiffer. Thou art more child than
boy.
Hagen [to Gerenot].—Give us the signal.
Leave your weight. [To Siegfried.] I can .out
run you even conditioned.
Sieg.—I'll take them all. Here, sword too,
Though a dangler at running.
Hagen.—Count three.
Gere. [Counts].—One, two, three.
[They run—all cheer.
Gisel.—Come, Gerenot, let's follow them.
[Exeunt.
* * * * * * * * *
ALUMNI DEPARTMENT.
THE ALUMNI PIN.
At the annual meeting of the Alumni Associa-
tion held in June '93, the matter of an alumni
pin, which had been agitated for some time pre-
vious, came up for consideration. A sample pin
was submitted for examination, and finally adopted
—but on account of the fact that more or less dis-
satisfaction was expressed with some details of the
design, nothing further was ever done about the
matter. As a number of inquiries concerning the
pin have been made of THE TECHNIC, and as the
matter will probably be brought up for further
consideration at the coming meeting of the asso-
ciation in June, THE TECHNIC wishes to suggest a
way out of the difficulty, and to ask for expressions
of opinion from alumni who will not be able to be
present at the meeting. The design adopted last
year was a conventionalized rose, the petals of
which were to be of old rose enamel; in the center
of the pin was a gold square, upon which in white
enamel was a large letter R, above this the class
number ('88, etc.), and below it the letters A. A.
(Alumni Association). As regards enamel and
one or two other details the sample was rather
unsatisfactory, and hence no one wished to take
the responsibility of ordering any of the finished
pins.
In this connection THE TECHNIC wishes to call
attention to the fact that the undergraduates have
just adopted a pin, which, as regards enamel and
general design, has met with almost universal ap-
proval. It follows the general plan of most pins
of this kind in being of the pennant form, though
the exact shape and arrangement of colors is
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unique. The background of the pennant is of
white enamel; across this at about the middle of
the length is an arc of rose enamel, and on this
arc, in white letters outlined with gold is the word
"Rose." The effect is very graceful and pretty,
and the rose enamel is the most successful repro-
duction of the "old rose" tint that has been ob-
tained. The price of this pin is one dollar and a
half. Now, THE TECHNIC suggests that the best
thing for the alumni association to do would be to
discard the pin of last year and adopt this one
which has been approved by the undergraduates.
It is best not to have too many pins; one pin
whi.ch will serve both purposes is much more
likely to be popular with both alumni and under-
graduates. The objection raised by some that
they "don't want everyone wearing the alumni
pin" will not amount to much, for no one who
leaves Rose in a way other than by graduation
will be likely to wear the Rose pin. In fact THE
TECHNIC sees no necessity for having an alumni
pin distinct from the college pin.
In urging the adoption of the new pennant pin
THE TECHNIC has the approval of Mr. C. B. Kid-
der, in whose hands the matter of an alumni pin
was left last year, and it is very much to be de-
sired that alumni should give some expression of
opinion in the matter, either to Mr. Kidder or to
THE TECHNIC, in order that more intelligent action
may be taken at the June meeting of the associa-
tion.
NOTES.
W. J. Davis, '92, spent several days in the city
and at the Institute during the early part of May.
Mr. Davis, as has been noted before, has recently
become senior partner in a firm of consulting elec-
trical engineers in Louisville, and has met with
very flattering success. He has, according to his
own statement, the "finest office in the city."
Having hunted in vain for a type-writer able to
cope with the formidable array of technical terms
which occur in his electrical specifications etc.,
Mr. Davis himself had most of this part of the
business to attend to and is developing a marvel-
ous technique.
R. E. Huthsteiner, '93, who has been private
assistant to Prof. Gray during the past year has
gone to his home in Tell City, Ind., to assume
charge of the refrigerating plant in a brewery be-
longing to his father.
H. S. Hart, '93, who is with the Siemens-Halske
Electric Co. at Chicago, spent a day or so in Terre
Haute recently. He was at that time engaged in
installing a plant at the Auditorium, Chicago.
It is reported that McGregor, '93, has devised
an improvement in the electrical equipment of
street-cars, and has become interested in a com-
pany for its manufacture.
R. D. Valentine, '93, visited the Institute re-
cently.
Daisy! Daisy!
Give him your answer, do!
We're half crazy,
Hearing him sing of you.
Just name the day for marriage,
We'll all chip in for a carriage,
And it will be our treat,
If you put in a seat
For those two little girls in blue.—Puck.
ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT.
ROSE AT PURDUE.
The base ball game between R. P. I. and Pur-
due, which was to have been played May 5th,
was postponed on account of rain.
The ball team left for LaFayette on the 6:20 A.
M. train, reaching that place at 10 o'clock.
Rain continued to fall until 1:30, leaving the
ball-ground in a condition totally unfit for play-
ing. The boys were shown every courtesy by
members of Purdue team and, after visiting the 9.
college grounds and buildings, also interesting
points about town, they left on the 4 o'clock
train for home.
An effort was made to arrange a game for the
16th inst., but without success, as it will seriously
interfere with school work at Rose.
The game. however, will be played, and can be
witnessed by all who attend Field Day. The game
has been arranged for the morning of May 29th,
at the ball park, Indianapolis.
R. P. I. FIELD DAY.
Preparatory Field Day was held at the Fair
Grounds on the 5th inst., the exercises taking place
before an audience of about one hundred and
fifty persons.
A heavy rainfall preceeding the day's entertain-
ment left the track in a poor condition, which,
possibly, accounts for the slow time made in the
track races. While not a financial success, this
preparation was of great benefit to many who
will contest for honors at Indianapolis. Much
pains was taken in preparing for this Field Day,
and the students were enthusiastic in their efforts
to make the meeting interesting to all, and had
the weather been pleasant a complete success
would probably have been realized.
The events in order together with results of
each winner are here given:
1. 100-yards Dash—Decker 1st  11 seconds
McTaggart 2d.
2. Throwing 16-lb. Shot—Burtis 1st . 31 feet 8 inches















Running Broad Jump—Ridgely 1st, 17 feet 8 inches
Quarter Mile Safety—P. W. Klinger 1st, 401- seends
W. J. Klinger 2d.
Pole Vault— 
Ridgely
t McMeans tie 1st  9 feet 3 inches
Warner 2d 9 feet
Mile Walk—Shaver 1st . . 8 minutes 30i seconds
McCulloch 2d.
Throwing Base Ball—Tucker 276 feet
Standing High Jump—Liggett 1st . 4 feet 8 inches
Warner 2d . 4 feet 5 inches
220-yards Dash—McTaggart 1st . . . . 471 seconds
Butts 2d.
Half Mile Safety—W. J. Klinger 1st, 1 min. 401 sec.
P. W. Klinger 2d.
Hop, Step and Jump—Warner 1st, 40 feet 5 inches
Quarter Mile Run—McTaggart 1st . 1 min. 21 sec.
Butts 2d.
Mile Safety—W. J. Klinger 1st . . . 3 min. 17i sec.
P. W. Klinger 2d.
Running High Jump—Warner 1st, 4 feet 11 inches
Standing Broad Jump—Liggett 1st, 9 feet 111 inches
Mile Run—Chandler 1st 5 min. 43 sec.
Two Mile Safety—W. J. Klinger 1st  7 min. 23 sec.
P. W. Klinger 2d 
Y. M. a A. INTER-STATE PENTATHLON.
The contest held May 8, at the Chicago Central
Association building, was the realization of the
first Inter-state meet of •this kind ever held by
that organization. The states of Michigan, Wis-
consin, Illinois, Iowa and Indiana were asked to
send five men each, but Michigan and Iowa failed
to respond at all and Wisconsin sent only three.
The contest was held in the evening and was
witnessed by, not a large, but a very enthusiastic
crowd of people, much more enthused, however,
at the performance of Chicago men than at others.
Many of the physical directors from the different
states took advantage of the opportunity to attend
the contest and also to visit the institution where
they received their training, both in athletics and
many educational branches. For the sake of time
and interest the contestants were put into two
classes, each of which worked on different sets of
apparatus. Most of the contestants showed the
effects of good training and the results were very
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satisfactory—to Indiana, at least, which took first
place as a team, also first and second individual
medals, Illinois taking third individual prize.
The gymnasium is a large, well lighted and venti-
lated room, equipped with all the most improved
apparatus suitable for indoor work, including a
neatly padded running track, in the gallery, of
thirteen laps to the mile. Had R. P. I. such a
gymnasium much more interest would be taken
in athletics, possibly more than would be consist-
ent with good scholarship.
W. W. CROWE.
As Mr. Crowe says, the Indiana men were well
prepared, as evidenced by the fact that Shephard,
of Ft. Wayne, secured first honors, with Crowe, R.
P. I., '95, of Terre Haute, a good second, and
Steele, of Terre Haute, standing fourth. Third
place was taken by Dean, of Chicago.







Shephard . 14" 33'6" 8/3” 8110" 4'37k" 437-&
Crowe. . . 14A" 34'8" 8'3" 5'21!" 402-M
Steele. . . 141" 30' 8' 8'6" 5'15" 364
Jones .. . . 14" 8'3" 8'2" 5'43" 348
Modessett . 141" 29'6" 8'3" 8'6" 6'9" 3141
I. U. 26, R. P. I. 10.
The second game of the inter-collegiate series
was played with Indiana University on the 12th
inst., and resulted in the above score.
At no stage of the game did the home team
have a chance of winning, as they were outplayed
both at the bat and in the field.
I. U. opened the last half of the first inning
with timely hitting, which, aided by errors for
Rose, netted six runs before the side was retired.
Rose improved in form after this and succeeded
in making the game more interesting until the
seventh inning, when I. U. increased their al-
ready long lead.
Individual playing did not show to particularly
good advantage except in the cases of Ferguson,
who caught an excellent game for I. U., and
Hedden, whose work at short was exceptionally
good.
TECHNIC.









































































Earned runs, 1; 2-base hits, 2; bases stolen, 8; double
play, Hedden; bases on balls, 5; bases on hit by pitched
balls, 1; struck out, by Stewart, 4; passed balls, 4;
wild pitches, 3.
I. U.
A. B. R. 1St B. S. H. P.O. A. E.
Ferguson. c 5 2 2 0 14 2 2
Scholler. 2d 5 3 1 0 1 3 0
Dailey, s s 5 4 3 0 1 2 1
Utter, p 4 3 2 0 1 2 2
McMillen, 1st . . . . 6 4 2 0 7 1 1
McDowell, 3d . . . - 6 5 5 0 1 0 2
Mollott, 1 6 2 2 0 1 0 1
Harris,. 1r . . .  Atwater, 5 2 2 1 0
0 1
Streaker, m 5 1 1 0 1 1 0
Totals 47 26 21 1 27 11 10
Earned runs, 11; 2-base hits, 3; 3-base hits, 3; home
run, McMillen; bases stolen, 14; bases on called balls,
5; bases on hit by pitched balls, 2; struck out, by Ut-
ter, 13; passed balls, 3; wild pitches, 1.
SCORE BY INNINGS.
R. P. I. 0 0 2 2 0 4 0 2 0-10
1.11. 6 1 1 0 2 3 6 7 *-26
Umpires—McIntyre and Smith.
Time of game, 2 hours and 20 minutes.
College base ball in Indiana has changed some-
what during the past four years, and anyone
who witnessed the game with I. U. had an op-
portunity to note the difference between the old
style and the new. Better team work, more
deliberate, steady work, with signals between
catcher and infielders, together with scientific bat-
ting and quick judgment between balls and
strikes is enlisting science for the victorious team.
These points cannot be secured without sufficient
time for practice. Two hours practice every day
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is none too much. Purdue practices two hours
daily, and I. U. devotes from two to three hours
with the aid of a regular coach. Under such cir-
cumstances the leading ball team can be located
before the season is half over.
ROSE 11, BUTLER 4.
The game of base ball with Butler Univ., which
was postponed from May 19th, was played at the
R. P. I. campus grounds last Saturday, 26th inst.,
and resulted in an easy victory for Rose.
While the playing of both teams was not par-
ticularly brilliant, Rose played the game without
an error and succeeded in bunching hits, while
the hits made by Butler were scattering. Both
pitchers were hit freely, which added interest to
the fielding game. Each team scored one run in
the first inning, the score remaining a tie until
the fourth inning, when Rose took the lead, which
was maintained throughout the game. Score as
follows:
R. P.1.

























Hedden, s s 
Brinker, 2d 
5
5 1 0 0 2 2 0
Austin, 1st 4 2 2 0 13 0 0
McCulloch, c 4 1 1 0 4 0 0
Martin, 1 2 2 0 0 3 1 0
Stewart, p 4 0 0 1 0 2 0
Totals 38 11 9 1 27 12 0
Earned runs, 1; 2-base hits, 2; 3 base hit, 1; bases
stolen, 11; double plays, 2; bases on ball, 4; struck out,
Stewart, 3; passed balls, 4;.wild pitches, 1. Umpire,
Smith.
BUTLER.
G. Bender, s s
Hall, 1st  
McCullom, c  
Somerville, 3d 
Parker, 2d  
Canady, 1 
Beville, p 
Baker, m  
R. Bender, R
Totals 
A.B. R. iSt B. S. H. P.O. A. E.
2 1 0 0 2 4 1
4 0 1 0 12 1 0
3 0 0 0 6 3 2
4 0 1 0 2 0 1
4 0 0 0 2 2 1
4 0 1 0 0 1 3
4 1 2 0 0 5 0
4 1 3 0 0 0 0
3 1 0 0 3 0 1
32 4 8 0 27 16 9
Two-base hits, 2; bases stolen, 4; bases on balls, 3;
struck out, by Beville, 6; passed balls, 2. Umpire, Joss.
SCORE BY INNINGS.
R. P. I 1 0 0 2 0 1 3 4 0-11
Butler 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0— 4
WE have just cause to rejoice over the success
which Messrs. Darst, Ridgely, W. J. Klinger and
P. W. Klinger achieved at the St. Louis meet of
the Western Inter-collegiate A ssociation, on the
26th inst. A telegram received by M. C. Andrews
conveys the very pleasing intelligence that Darst
got first place in the hammer throw, and third in
putting the shot; Ridgely, second in the pole
vault and third in the hurdle race.
The Klingers walked away with everything in
the wheel races, P. W. Klinger taking the first,
and W. J. Klinger the second places.
By the efforts of W. A. Layman, '92, Rose suc-
ceeded in obtaining the next Western Inter-col-
legiate Field Day for Terre Haute.
The June TECHNIC will contain the full account
of the events.
HARVARD AND YALE TRACK ATHLETICS.
May 12 was the date of the annual track ath-
letic games between Harvard and Yale, at New
Haven. After a hard fought contest Yale proved
winner by the score of 59 to 53.
Records were broken in the 220-yards Hurdle
Race and in the Hammer Throw. The score and
summary are here given:
100 yards Dash—Winner, P. Prado, Harvard, 101 sec-
onds; second, C. Gillette, Yale; third, C. E. Smith,
Harvard.
220-yards Dash—Winner, S. Morrill, Harvard. Time,
22i seconds. Second, P. Prado, Harvard; third, S. K.
Gerard, Yale.
Mile Walk—Winner, F. Bunnell, Yale. Time, 7 min-
utes 251 seconds. Second, J. D. Phillips, Harvard; third
C. B. Drew, Harvard.
Running High Jump—Winner, C. J. Paine, Harvard.
Height, 5 feet 10i inches. Second, J. H. Thompson,
Yale; third, A. Stickney, Harvard.
Two Mile Bicycle Race—Winner, H. Glenny, Yale.
Time 7:011. Second, F. S. Elich, Harvard; third, W. P.
Brinkerhoff, Harvard.
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One mile Run—Winner, Joseph Morgan, Yale. Time,
4:311 Second, J. Coolidge, Harvard; third, W. Carson,
Harvard.
120 yard Hurdle—Winner, W. Garcelon, Harvard.
Time, 16 seconds, Second, E. H. Cady, Yale; third,
V, Munroe, Harvard.
220-yard Hurdles—Winner, J. L. Bremer, Harvard.
Time, 24! seconds. Second, W. Garcelon, Harvard;
third, W. Jameson, Harvard.
Half mile Run—Winner, W. S. Woodhull, Yale. Time,
1 minute 58t seconds. Second, E. Hollister, Harvard;
third, E. B. Hill, Harvard.
TECHNIC.
Sixteen-pound Hammer Throw—Winner, W. 0. Hick-
ok, Yale. Distance, 113 feet 11 inches. Second, Harry
Cross, Yale; third, Clarence Chadwick, Yale.
Pole Vault—Winner, Herman Thomas, Yale. 10 feet
10i inches. Second, Max Kershow, Yale; third, G. N.
Allen, Yale.
Shot Put—Winner, Alexander Brown, Yale. 40 feet
1i inches; third, C. Colt, Yale.
Running Broad Jump—Winner, Lewis Sheldon, Yale.
Distance, 21 feet 9i inches. Second, E. B. Bloss, Har-
vard; third, H. M. Wheelwright, Harvard.
Total—Yale, 59; Harvard, 53.
ROSE LEAVES.
THE ROYAL TECHNICAL INSTITUTE AT
CHEMNITZ.
Rose Polytechnic as it now exists as a higher
technical institute of learning is not the fulfillment
of the ideas of its founder, Chauncey Rose. In
keeping with his usual philanthropic intentions
he had in view the founding of an industrial
school where young men of no great means might
receive good educations in certain trades. With
this end in view the first president of Rose, Dr.
Thompson, went abroad, visiting the technical
schools of Germany and paying particular atten-
tion to the institute at Chemnitz, where instruc-
tion was given in several trades, a great part of
the work being carried on through evening lec-
tures. It was desired to model Rose after such a
school as Chemnitz but in time the idea was aban-
doned as was the intention to establish merely an
industrial school.
Chemnitz, however, has raised its standard and
is to-day not only an industrial school but com-
pares favorably with the best technical institutes
in its higher courses in chemistry, architecture
and mechanical and electrical engineering.
We append a short sketch of this institute as
it affords an interesting example of this type of
German schools.
The State Teehnical Institute at Chemnitz in
the kingdom of Saxony when founded by the
royal ministry of the interior was undoubtedly
intended as a technical academy of the middle
grade. At present, however, we can hardly con-
sider it as such, since with the more recent addi-
tion of an electrical department it affords several
high grade technical courses as mentioned above,
while it continues with the work in the trades
schools.
The institute, in charge of a Director appointed
by the ministry of the interior, consists of six
schools; the Higher Technical School, School of
Architecture, Trades School, Dye School, Soap
Makers School and School of Technical Drawing.
Semesters are six months each; the summer sem-
ester begins at Easter, the winter term with
Michaelmas, the 29th of September.
In the Higher Technical School the instruction
in mechanical, electrical and chemical technics
and architecture constitutes a course of three and
a half years duration. The student enters at
Easter and spends three semesters (a year and a
half) in what we should term the Freshman class.
One year each is devoted to Junior and Senior
work.
The course in mechanical engineering is de-
signed to educate the students for positions as
manufacturers, superintendents or experts in the
various branches of mechanical technics, such as
construction of machinery, spinning, weaving, etc.
The chemical course as preparation for general,
practical applications of chemistry and the elec-
trical department for experts and manufacturers
of electrical plants and apparatus. The electrical
and mechanical courses with respect to mathe-
matics are identical to our courses at Rose (except
that we have the addition of quaternions) while
the German chemist is required to go no further
than analytical geometry. With limited space
we can only mention the subjects which are
taught throughout the course. The studies which
are obligatory are German, mathematics, freehand
and mechanical drawing, orthographic projections,
descriptive geometry, sepia, general, technical,
analytical and organic chemistry, mineralogy,
physics, mechanics, graphical statics, machine
designing, etc. As stated above, the chemists do
not take all the mathematics, nor do they con-
tinue so far in the mechanical arts as graphical
statics or machine designing. It may be men-
tioned, as consoling to our Senior chemists, that
mechanical drawing is continued throughout the
entire course. In the departments of electrical
and mechanical engineering and of architecture
organic chemistry is not required. Laboratory
work is done in all departments. Students in
architecture receive instruction in such special-
ties as heating and ventilation, decoration and
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landscape gardening.
The optional studies are geography, history,
book-keeping and correspondence, French, English,
mill construction, aqueducts, brewing, distilling,
paper manufacturing, spinning, weaving, and a
few others less important.
The Royal School of Architecture gives a prac-
tical training in architecture without going fur-
ther into mathematics than plane trigonometry.
The course occupies two years.
The following are the studies: General archi-
tecture, free hand and architectural drawing, ortho-
graphic projections, architectural work in stone,
wood and iron, constructing plans, heating and
ventilation, surveying, physics, mechanics, and
German literature.
The Trades School is of the same class as the
School of Architecture. The specialties are tech-
nical applications of electricity, land and hydro-
graphic surveying, telegraphy, construction of
wood and iron working machinery, mill machin-
ery, aqueducts, brewing, distilling, paper manu-
facturing, all constituting a two years' course.
The Royal Dye School and the Soap Makers'
School afford instruction in general and technical
chemistry and chemical technology with special
reference to the particular work in hand. The
course in each school is one and a half years.
The sixth school, the Royal Technical Drawing
School gives a six month's course in free hand
and geometric drawing and modeling.
No tuition is charged and seventy-five free
scholarships have been established. Over eleven
hundred students now attend the institution, the
majority of whom come from Saxony, while the
others represent not only the rest of Germany
and European countries but also America. In fact
these schools are so popular in Europe that Russia
has followed Germany's example and has modeled
many of her schools after this type.
Not an uninteresting portion of the catalogue
of chemistry is the „E-cfpinad)ricten" which some-
what resembles an annual being devoted to
the important social events of the year, such as
the celebration of the King's birthday, etc., etc.
Among other things we find an account of a Se-
nior trip, enumerating and describing the manu-
factories, chemical works, and buildings of note-
worthy architects which the various classes visited
on the excursion.
A great incentive for the youth of Germany to
become students, is that should they pass certain
examinations they are exempted from two years
military service. According to the law every
young man of physical ability must serve three
years in the active army, but should he gain the
required knowledge it is necessary for him to
serve only one year, provided he supports him-
self while in the service. It is therefore the ob-
ject of all parents of sufficient means to have
their sons successfully undergo this examination.
Should he fail, he is compelled to pass three years
in the army no matter what his station of life
may be.
To pass the examination he must be well ac-
quainted with his own language and besides have
a knowledge of two of the four foreign languages,
Latin, Greek, French and English. In the an-
cient languages he must know the important
rules and be able to translate readily an easy ex-
tract from Caesar, Cicero, Livy and Xenophon as
well as easy passages from the poets. In modern
languages he is expected to pronounce words cor-
rectly, have a knowledge of the leading gram-
matical rules and be able to translate such writ-
ings as Vicar of Wakefield, Scott's Tales of a
Grandfather, and Irving's Sketch Book and to
translate German composition into English or
French without any very great errors. He must
have a knowledge of mathematical, physical and
political geography including the railways and
canals of Europe. He is required to have a
knowledge of general history, and is examined on
the history of the Greeks and Romans and the
history of his own country, not so much atten-
tion being paid to dates as to the general connec-
tion of events. He must possess a thorough
knowledge of arithmetic and geometry, and be
grounded in the principal formuhe of stereome-
try. In physics he must be posted on the gen-
eral properties of bodies, such as impenetrability,
divisibility, porosity, weight, specific gravity, etc.
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and with the principles of heat, magnetism and
electricity. Should he be more proficient in
chemistry and higher physics than in some of the
regular requirements he may substitute these
two studies to make up the deficiency.
An American student can easily imagine how
the prospect of escaping two years of drudgery
must stimulate the German youth to a firm de-
termination to meet these requirements however
great. It is scarcely necessary to state that stu-
dents who pass from such a school as Chemnitz
are required to serve only one year in the regular
army—a year of physical action which they ac-
cept with alacrity after the hard and continuous
study at the Institute—a year which passes so rap-
idly and pleasantly that the sense of recreation
and novelty still remains at its close.
SENIOR DINNER.
An exceedingly pleasant event in the history of
the Senior year of the class of '94 was the Senior
dinner given by Mrs. Eddy, on Friday, May 6th.
Dainty satin souvenirs adorned with the mono-
gram R. P. I., and bearing the name of a class
member, served to designate the places at table,
and there a number of courses of most appetizing
dishes formed the order of business, or, rather,
shared the honors with a most lively conversa-
tional flow. Those present realized that the time
left to them as fellow students is rapidly drawing
to an end, and made the most of this delightful
gathering, and long will the memory of the even-
ing be a bright spot in class recollections.
THE usual spring Field Meeting of the Indiana
Academy of Science occurred at Rochester, on the
16th, 17th, and 18th of this month. The time
was very pleasantly spent in making excursions
into the surrounding country in search of biologi-
cal specimens. On the evening of the 17th Prof.
A. Wilmer Duff, of Purdue University, gave an
address upon the subject, "What is Matter," treat-
ing particularly the vortex theory of atoms. The
special work of the Academy at present is a bio-
ogical survey of the State. R. P. I. was represent-
ed by Prof. Noyes, who is president of the society.
I DOUBT IT.
When a pair of red lips are upturned to your own,
With no one to gossip about it,
Do you pray for endurance to let them alone?
Well, maybe you do—but I doubt it.
When a sly little hand you'r permitted to seize,
With a velvety softness about it,
Do you think you can drop it with never a squeeze?
Well, maybe you do—but I doubt it.
When a tapering waist is in reach of your arm,
With a wonderful plumpness about it,
Do you argue the point 'twixt the good and the harm?
Well, maybe you do—but I doubt it.
And if by these tricks you should capture a heart,
With a woman's sweetness about it,
Will you guard it, and keep it, and act the good part?
Well, maybe you will—but I doubt it.— Yale Lit.
DIFFERENTIALS.
Cane flags for field day are all the rage.
The R. P. I. orchestra played two numbers at
the High-School concert.
A. V. Tuller visited his brother and sister at
DePauw, on the 5th inst.
The new school pins have at last arrived and
will be worn on field day.
Freshmen have finished Trigonometry and have
taken up Projective Geometry.
W. S. Speed left on the 26th for his home at
Louisville, Ky. He will return in time for state
field day.
W. J. Klinger's new wheel is a beauty and im-
proves our already roseate chances for field day
considerably.
Those who intend to wear duck trousers on the
29th should be working their pipe-lines with the
clerk of the weather.
After Prof. McCormick had waded around in
the wet grass for a while, last Monday, he decided
that '96 civils did not know when they had enough
field work.
During the first week of this month M. C. An-
drews spent several days at his home at State Line,
attending to some engineering work for Warren
county, Ind.
That rate of $1.45 to Indianapolis and return
should be taken advantage of by many Terre
Haute people, whether they see the athletic con- •
tests or not.
"An Evening With the Artists" was a pleasing
entertainment given by the Coates college young
ladies, and one which deserved a far greater audi-
ence than was in attendance.
Professor Wickersham has given to the Juniors
what he calls his annual joke, die Bogenlampe.
With all due respect to Professor Wickersham and
his jokes, the boys consider that "it is no joke."
The Seniors on entering his room aud seeing the
diagram on the board, bowed in reverence to this
old time friend.
The base ball team is certainly playing in hard
luck this year, so far as the weather is concerned.
The game with DePauw was played on a wet dia-
mond, with a day so threatening that the crowd
was infinitesimal; the game with Purdue was not
played because, according to some reports, there
was four inches of water on the diamond, and
lastly, the game with Butler had to be postponed
on account of a cold wave.
Bertrand with his dog "Don" created some
amusement on the afternoon of the game with I.
U. We can hardly blame the dog for sitting on
the Rose colors, which decorated his caudal ap-
pendage, after witnessing such an exciting game
as the Polys played.
"Any natural substance which has never formed
part of a plant or animal, and which in all parts
is of the same chemical composition, is called a
mineral," is a definition which caused Smith to
carry away a pocket full of water, as a specimen
of mineral, from a recent lecture in mineralogy.
Cir, cir, cir,
Cuss, cuss, cuss,
Cir cus, cir cus,
Sells' circus,
Was a yell which surprised a smile from the per-
formers at Sells' circus when showing here. Some
dozen Polys preceded the crowd at the evening
performance and by taking seats together and
occasionally giving the school yell succeeded in
keeping even the most daring of ordinary mortals
from taking seats in the vicinity, which were after-
wards filled by straggling students. When the
performance began, half the school had assembled,
ready to applaud the artists, and clowns especially,
and to lend additional interest by frequently giv-
ing a rousing yell. Indeed, they so captivated
the good will of the clowns that one kindly named
his donkey "Polytechnic," (Of course we do not
consider this a "roast") but later transferred it to
a pony which he held back in the race so that it
was nearly distanced, and then sorrowfully cried
that the "Polytechnic got left that time."
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The cleaning of the tennis courts is one of the
improvements of the last few weeks, and the quick-
ness with which the courts dry off and get ready
for business greatly pleases the tennis lover.
Professor Wickersham leaves on the 29th for
Manhattan, Kas. where he will deliver the annual
alumni oration at the University of Kansas, June
5th. He will return on Saturday previous to
commencement, in time to look after the thesis
abstracts.
Though May 5th was dampening to the ardor
of Poly athletes, yet our base ball enthusiasts were
not in the least affected, and assembled at the
depot to welcome our nine from Purdue; to re-
joice or sympathize, as might be necessary. Ex-
pectation ran high but stakes on the rusult
rather approached the limit in the opposite direc-
tion. As the train drew into the depot the Polys
involuntarily formed a double line through which
the possible victors might have had the honor of
marching. But no victors arrived. Some trick
was evident, for the nine had certainly been on
the train. Had they been defeated, and with
humility born of disappointment, evaded the
reception awaiting them by leaving the train be-
fore reaching the station? This view was sus-
tained by the testimony of a kindly gentleman
who stated the score as 32 to 3 in favor of—well,
never mind who. A howl of disappointment
arose and hovered about the depot tower. Out
rushed the enthusiasts bent on discovering the
nine. Rooms were searched, bats, balls and gloves
were found but no ball players. The crowd be-
came desperate and searched under beds and in
closets for the lost tribe. At last one forlorn and
trembling member was found and brought forth
to relate the joyous news that no game had been
played. Several days afterwards the Western
Union officially delivered a telegram sent by our
base ball manager before leaving Purdue to the
effect that the "victors were coming, seven to
four!" But the latter phrase referred to the time
of departure from Lafayette. This explains the
reason why it was necessary to peer under the
furniture for the Poly nine.
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The various class presidents should interest
themselves in seeing that we are furnished with
special yells for our contestants, and that the yells
be learned by a sufficient number to make them
noticeable—by the whole school if possible. Noth-
ing is more monotonous than listening to one yell
for a whole afternoon, nor does anything add
more life to a field day than catchy, telling yells
for the victors.
Another delightful reception was given last
Saturday evening by Mrs. Eddy. The average
Poly is good at guessing If he has been a Poly
any length of time he is an expert guesser, and
the chance to exercise his peculiar powers, such as
was offered by the clever devices to remind him
of the names of certain books of well known au-
thors, was hailed with much pleasure. All of the
suggestions were singularly appropriate and some
were very amusing. A number of Coates College's
most entertaining damsels were present, thus con-
tributing to make the already enjoyable occasion
even more so. It is to be hoped that the Poly-
technic students of next year will have as many
enjoyable receptions and such a charming hostess
as have those of this year.
It was the hour of noon. The hot, midday sun
was blazing fiercely down, the stillness was oppres-
sive. In a quiet house on the north side a party
of young men were silently eating dinner; aside
from the occasional clatter of knives and forks not
a sound was heard. Suddenly a shriek broke the
stillness, the head of one of the party fell on his
breast, his eyes rolled, his hands dropped help-
lessly at his side. Quickly the others of the party
gathered around him, water was dashed in his
face, his hands were rubbed; gradually, under the
influence of stimulants, he revived. His comrades
anxiously plied him with questions—was the heat
too much for him, was his heart weak? No, worse,
far worse. In a trembling voice he spoke, "I sud-
denly remembered," his face paled again and his
voice shook, but he resolutely summed up all his
energy and continued, "I suddenly remembered
that it is my afternoon in the boiler room." He
again relapsed into unconsciousness.
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Though the Poly shops may soon be unable to
turn a wheel, on account of the coal strike, yet, to
quote a Junior, "we can keep on filing." There
is a world of consolation and sympathy to be
offered to the mechanical and electrical engineers,
should things come to such a pass.
This is the season for parting friends to exchange
those frequently very precious tokens of mutual
interest, their photographs. Whether it is only
because Mischler will soon graduate or McDargh
fears the consequences of the approaching examin-
ations, that they make so many trips to Coates
college with a camera, is a subject upon which we
are not quite clear. Perhaps the rumor that
Coates may be removed from Terre Haute, is the
cause, but we rather think they feel the subtile
influence of the season.
The latest fad with the Freshmen is a spelling
bee. Kingsbury's spelling of the word sigh pro-
duced quite a visible effect on Prof. Wickesham,
but when all the class had been spelled down but
three, and those three spelled a word pertaining to
entomology, k-n-i-t and quit, the Professor became
so excited he dismissed the class and forgot to
assign. an advanced lesson. But in all seriousness
we must give due credit to Messrs. Fry, Shaver
and Chandler for carrying off the honors at the
three other spelling bees. Indeed, many students
think the study of spelling beneath them, but it
would be a praiseworthy aim should they try to
become so proficient as to stand the crucial test of
a spelling bee.
Messrs. Speed, Sinks, Mundy, Hunt, and Smith
accompanied the Poly nine to Purdue. They re-
ported spending a most pleasant day with our
many friends there, in spite of rain and weather.
Shaneberger, with astuteness worthy of the
business manager of THE TECHNIC, was very
particular to have all extra weight of hair re-
moved before going into the hop, step and jump
at the R. P. I. field day.
Though Rose does very little advertising and
only receives a few of the many who apply, yet
the more applicants for admission the greater
chance for obtaining the flowers of the land. With
this in mind we print the following extract, from
a Terre Haute paper's account of a very enjoyable
social event, which doubtless will increase the
number of applicants ad infinitum: "The Poly-
technic young men were out in full force and con-
tributed much to the success of the evening, in
fact what would our buds do without this institu-
tion. A pleasant,reflection in this line is that it
is perpetual and infants in arms as they come upon
the carpet will find new classes waiting for them."
What higher aspiration can a young man have
than to spend his college days in a city where such
pleasant prospects are in store for him? As the
future can only be judged by the past and present
we must state, for the benefit of those countless
hordes which shall annually strive for the honor
of being Polys, that the buds who have appeared
during our sojourn have fully sustained, yea even
augmented the already resplendent fame of Terre
Haute as the home of the fairest of the fair.
D.
He calls her his dearest, his darling,
His dearie, his dove, for you see,
More frequent than raindrops in April
Are love terms beginning with D.
AFTERWARD.
The cooking is really quite dreadful,
The baby is howling high C,
And frequent as raindrops in April
Are phrases beginning with D.—Life.
THE COLLEGE WORLD.
The rebuilding of the Purdue University shops
is progressing rapidly. Already several of the
latest improved and finest machines have been
placed. The large Rhiele testing machine, of
300,000 pounds capacity, which was on exhibi-
tion at the World's Fair has been secured.
The proposed American University at Wash-
ington, D. C., has just received another gift of
$100,755, the name of the donor not yet being
made known. This brings the total gifts up to
$800,000. • Work on the buildings will commence
this summer.—Ex.
The second International Convention of the
Student Volunteer Association, held at Detroit,
February 28th to March 4th, was the largest as-
sembly of students ever held in America, 294 in-
stitutions being represented.
The annual games in athletics between Oxford
and Cambridge took place a few days ago at the
Queen's Club, Kensington, and were attended by
over ten thousand people. Oxford won six out of
nine events.
The University of West Virginia is building a
mechanical laboratory adjacent to its mechanical
shops, in which the light, heat and power plant
of the University will be installed.—Electrical
World.
At Heidelberg University there is a rule on
record which was made in 1430, forbidding the
practice by the older students of shaving the
heads of new students and filling their ears with
wax.
A casino is to be erected at Princeton which
will provide accommodations for annual dances,
glee club concerts, and dramatic entertainments,
besides having two covered tennis courts.—Crim-
son.
Professor Henry Drummond has been called to
the presidency of McGill University, Montreal,
Canada.
Two hundred and fifty-nine post graduate courses
are offered at Yale.
Philip Armour, the Chicago philanthropist, will
give $500,000 to the San Francisco Public Schools
for the establishment of a manual training school
in which to teach trades to boys.—Miami Student.
At Exeter it has been decided by a vote of the
faculty that the manager in any of the school
athletics must give the faculty a bond of $250
before he can enter upon his duties.
"One reason why Cornell is not making a better
showing in athletics is this: The men are obliged
to spend too much time in their university studies."
And they are not the only ones.
President Elliott, of Harvard, suggests that the
student's day should have ten hours for work,
eight for sleep, three for meals, two for out-door
exercise, one for minor details.
The hearing with regard to the bill introduced
in the Massachusetts Legislature to prohibit foot
ball was closed, as nobody but the proposer ap-
peared in its behalf.
Seven hundred and forty-six dollars have been
raised for a memorial of Clarence Bayne, pitcher
on last year's base ball team of the University of
Pennsylvania.
Each member of the Princeton foot ball team
has been presented with a silver cup, and each
substitute with a silver match box by the New
York alumni.
It will soon be fairly a question whether the
letters B. A. in the college degree stand more for
bachelor of arts or bachelor of athletics.—Harvard
Magazine.
For the first time in nine years, the University
of Michigan will send men to the east to enter
the inter-collegiate athletic contest.
A series of inter-collegiate fencing contests is to
be held in New York and Boston alternately. A
silver cup will be awarded the winners.
No punches or distilled liquors are allowed in
any of the college buildings at Harvard on class
and commencement days.
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President Harper, of Chicago University, will
deliver the commencement address at 0. S. U.
June 13th.—Ex.
Cornell graduates two hundred and nineteen stu-
dents this year; Ann Arbor seven hundred and
thirty-one.
The University of New York is to erect a ten-
story building, to cost $750,000, on its present
site.
The Junior class of Purdue visited Fort Wayne
and its manufacturing establishments recently.
Harvard has graduated 18,950 students.
The Amherst Senate is no more.
The Senior class of Rutgers have decided to
present the college with a memorial window.
Yale defeated Harvard in the dustal track meet
recently by the score of 59 to 53.
The Cornell lacrosse team will take a trip through
Canada this summer.—Ex.
There is one instructor for every six students
at Chicago University.
Princeton has erected a movable grand stand
upon its football field.
Oxford has an annual income of $6,000,000.—
Ex.
Harvard College has a pay roll of $1,500 a day.
